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EACH TIME I Diet I Gain Five Pounds is the antidote to the real experiences a lot of us go through
when we diet, go off our diets, and end up several pounds heavier then when we started. This
conversation takes you through exercises on your own reflection and possibility. All it takes is the
belief that there is a better way to personal wellness after that deprivation and self-control and the
courage to give VPS a try. What are you experiencing to lose? Every Time I Diet plan I Gain Five
Pounds is rich with self-assessments to work with to learn and gain insights into yourself as well as
your own personal story. It is stepping into a community of those folks who are willing to believe in
ourself, also to find out about what our exclusive needs are. Galina calls out the myth that any one
diet is a solution for all and encourages each of us to comprehend our strengths and inherent
weaknesses. She proposes methods for getting to learn, and play to your strengths and honor, but
not focus on our weaknesses. Galina teaches us how exactly to lose excess weight without dieting
by posting her tale and her client’s life coaching clients have got successfully used the self-
assessments. This book is for anybody that has wanted to lose pounds and get a lean body and
dreads the thought of another diet. Loosing excess weight, being healthy, liking yourself, and living in
accordance with what you value are all section of this no-dieting, no-nonsense, readable publication.
Galina presents the Visualize Personal Success (VPS) model for stepping into your true personal
and shedding your baggage as a straightforward to remember system. The VPS system manuals
you through how exactly to loose fat without dieting by re-aligning ones goals, ideals and behaviors
to ultimately live your dreams. Galina supports the VPS system and her customer’s success by
providing the most recent insights from the areas of neuroscience and systems theory alongside
descriptions of how they relate to and support a lifelong dedication to personal growth, switch, and
new healthier habits. This new path is certainly one without deprivation and extreme self-control.
Galina’s tales with candor - you feel like you are sitting together in conversation. Three of her
customer’s tales, Ellen’s, Mathew’s, and Linda’s, depict their struggles and ultimately their
successes dealing with VPS, re-claiming their bodies and transforming their lives. There are no
rebound weight gains with EACH TIME I Diet I Gain Five Pounds. VPS goes from your story that
you’ VPS helps you discover and stay centered in your authentic self and encourages you to
celebrate, to make sure your continued success in being your accurate svelte personal for the rest
of your life.ve been living in to achieving your goals and dreams. You can easily relate to these
stories and apply the wisdom gleaned from their website to yourself. EACH AND EVERY TIME I
Diet’s author, Galina, encourages the reader never to go on a diet and instead, try the road less
traveled.
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 Center for Continuing and Professional Education A " The writer combined research about how our
brains function, real-life tales and honesty to help me learn how to get back in to the driver's seat.
The composing was as impressive as the content and I also discovered myself laughing often.
Though it isn't a "diet" book, I appreciated the very best 10 recommendations, specifically the
veggie, salad and bean pig outs! Her suggestions are simple strategies for healthy living, which we
all need to be reminded of regularly. A must browse for anybody who has struggled with his/her
fat.! A  I think the book is realistic and motivating and I recommend it to anyone who is trying to
make an important change within their life.! I love the name of the reserve but there's so much
wonderful content material inside. Galina is an professional and thought leader in training and
neuroleadership. Her VPS system is a for sure way to work through weight, health insurance and
other important self-recognition goals. She understands the visitors' challenges and needs. I highly
recommend this publication to people wanting to create change within their lives. Wendy Swire Co-
author Anytime Training: Unleashing Employee Performance but fun and motivating Crystal clear
and concisely written with wit and humor dominating the topic matter, causeing this to be book not
merely solution oriented, but fun and motivating! I discovered a lot about myself from reading the
book and carrying out the self-assessments. EACH AND EVERY TIME I Diet I Gain 5 Pounds. This
reserve teaches that. The world is filled with “diet” books, and analysis confirms that a lot of people
don’t keep the weight off after getting on a diet plan. What’s called for can be a reframing of the
issue and the approach to healthy living. This reserve, and the VPS program, provides a framework
for the essential work of changing our mindset from dieting to values centered living. Galina’s
insights into dieting struggles, especially the sensation of deprivation to actually finding balance to be
able to control one's excess weight throughout life, is the reason why this book ought to be read
ASAP! Habit changing help I have had difficulty with weight for twenty years. She doesn’t start with
tools and techniques—this book starts with the end in mind. Follow the game plan in this reserve and
you may quite literally coach you to ultimately the healthful you that you require to become. The title,
EACH TIME I Diet plan I Gain Five Pounds, is indeed familiar to me for the reason that I've heard this
sentiment from a lot of my friends through the years and can relate to it myself. Essential read for
anyone who offers struggled with his/her weight.
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